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P R O P O S I T I O N S

1. The brain generates predictions to prepare for what comes next when
– ch. 1

2. Temporal preparation is highly adaptive to nature’s structure
– this dissertation

3. Temporal preparation usually operates outside awareness
– this dissertation

4. Probability-based theories of temporal preparation (e.g., hazard) fall short
and lack cognitive interpretability
– ch. 2

5. f MTP shows how temporal preparation arises from associative learning
between the brain’s intrinsic timekeepers and responses to events
– ch. 2 & 5

6. Temporal statistical learning emerges from the memory processes under-
lying temporal preparation
– ch. 3 - 5

7. Theorizing in timing research is still driven by the refuted idea of the
brain’s central clock
– ch. 6

8. To measure the full capacity of timing behavior in experiments, it is
important to evaluate to what extent they match nature’s demands
– ch. 3 - 7

9. Without a precise theory, the interpretation of data becomes shaky
– ch. 7
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